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Question No: 1 
Your client wants their supply plans to have a customized group of exceptions. What two steps must you 
complete in order to make sure only these exceptions are included when running all of your client’s supply 
plans? (Choose two.) 
A. Manage Plans > Select each supply plan > Edit each supply plan > Manually add each exception specified 
by client 
B. Configure Exceptions > Expand Supply Planning Exceptions > Highlight lines with exceptions specified by 
client > Click 'Add to Exception Set' 
C. Configure Exception Sets > Create exception set > Add exceptions specified by client 
D. Select 'Add to Supply Plan' button > Select which supply plans you want to have this group of exceptions 
E. Manage Plans > Select each supply plan > Edit each supply plan > Add your exception set to Plan Options 
for each supply plan 
Answer: C,E 
 
Question No: 2 
When analyzing demand fulfillment, what are the three types of recommendations that users can review and 
accept for expediting? (Choose three.) 
A. Expedite transfer orders 
B. Expedite make orders 
C. Expedite buy orders 
D. Expedite drop ship orders 
E. Expedite make to stock orders 
Answer: A,B,C 
 
Question No: 3 
Which KPIs are available to measure forecasting accuracy and specify how these measures aggregated from 
item-organization level to higher levels. 
A. MAPE, MAD, and Bias are used to measure forecast accuracy. MAD and Bias are aggregated using sum. 
MAPE is aggregated using weighted average. 
B. MAPE, MAD, and Bias are used to measure forecast accuracy. MAPE and Bias are aggregated using 
weighted average. MAD is aggregated using sum. 
C. MAPE, MFE, and Bias are used to measure forecast accuracy. MAPE and Bias are aggregated using weighted 
average. MFE is aggregated using sum. 
D. MAPE, MFE, and Bias are used to measure forecast accuracy. MAPE and MFE are aggregated using 
weighted average. Bias is aggregated using sum. 
Answer: A 
 
Question No: 4 
As the planner, you have made some changes to a few of the specifications for items in your simulation sets. 
You would like to run one of your existing Demand and Supply Plans that contains this simulation set to see 
how these changes impact the plan. 



Which option shows the steps you must complete in order to ensure that when you run your existing Demand 
and Supply plan, it contains your changes to the simulation set? 
A. When the Demand and Supply Plan is run, verify that 'Recalculate Safety Stock' is selected in the Details 
section. 
B. You are only able to update one item attribute at a time. Since you have changed multiple attributes, you 
will be unable to update and run this plan. 
C. When the Demand and Supply Plan is run, verify that 'Refresh with current data' is selected in the Details 
section. 
D. No additional steps are necessary. Any plans that contain your simulation set will automatically be updated 
with the changes. 
Answer: C 
 
Question No: 5 
Which four types of supplies can be reserved to a sales order in the inventory? (Choose four.) 
A. Work orders 
B. On-hand inventory 
C. Purchase requisitions 
D. Purchase orders 
E. Transfer orders 
F. Planned Orders 
Answer: A,B,D,E 
 
Question No: 6 
When planning for customer demand to be fulfilled from internal organizations or from a contract 
manufacturer, what are the four types of planned orders that can be generated? (Choose four.) 
A. Make orders for items being manufactured in the contract manufacturer organization. 
B. Transfer orders for internally owned components being transferred from contract manufacturer to internal 
organizations. 
C. Transfer orders for internally owned components being transferred from internal organizations to contract 
manufacturer organizations. 
D. Transfer orders for finished goods being transferred from contract manufacturer organizations to internal 
organizations. 
E. Buy orders for components purchased at internal organizations and contract manufacturer organizations. 
F. Return orders for items being manufactured in the contract manufacturer organization. 
Answer: A,C,D,E 
 
Question No: 7 
Your client has made a change to item costs. What type of collection do they need to run to only pick up this 
change? 
A. Run targeted collection for item costs. 
B. Must run full data collection. It is not possible to update just item costs. 
C. Run net change collection for item costs. 
D. Item costs cannot be updated via a data collection processes. 
E. Item costs is automatically updated. No data collection is necessary. 



Answer: A 
 
Question No: 8 
Where do you view the collected data for Organizations, Customers, Suppliers, Carriers, and Interlocation 
Shipping Networks? 
A. View Simulation Sets 
B. Review Plan Inputs 
C. Maintain Supply Network Model 
D. View Collected Data 
E. Planning Analytics 
Answer: C 
 
Question No: 9 
You want to understand what your inventory turns are for your organization. Where can you see this 
information in Planning Central? 
A. Manage Planning Analytics 
B. Manage Planning Measures 
C. View Planning Analytics 
D. Manage Metrics 
E. Plan Summary 
Answer: E 
 
Question No: 10 
What happens when a demand planner approves a demand plan and then adjusts shipment history and runs 
demand plan again? 
A. The approve action takes the data from the two final forecast measures and copies to Approved Final 
Shipments Forecast and Approved Final Bookings Forecast, respectively. After a forecast is approved, the 
approved values remain unchanged until the forecast is approved again. 
B. The approve action makes the Adjusted Shipments Forecast and Adjusted Bookings Forecast measures 
"not editable." After a forecast is approved, the Final Shipments Forecast and Final Bookings Forecast 
measures remain unchanged until the forecast is approved again. 
C. The approve action makes the Adjusted Shipments Forecast and Adjusted Bookings Forecast measures 
"not editable." But any subsequent demand plan run can change Final Shipments Forecast and Final Bookings 
Forecast values. 
D. The approve action takes the data from the two final forecast measures and copies to Approved Final 
Shipments Forecast and Approved Final Bookings Forecast, respectively. Any subsequent demand plan run 
can change final shipments or bookings forecast values that will automatically update the approved forecast 
measures. 
Answer: A 
 
Question No: 11 
Another planner has previously created a supply plan, but you now need to make some changes so that you 
can do some 'what-if' analysis. How can you go about duplicating this plan? 
A. You cannot duplicate plans. You must create a completely new supply plan. 



B. Manage Plans > Search and select supply plan > Actions > Duplicate. 
C. Run process "Duplicate supply plans" with existing plan as parameter. 
D. Manage Plans > Search and select supply plan > Actions > Edit Plan Options > Select Copy. 
E. You cannot duplicate a plan that is not owned by you. 
Answer: B 
 
Question No: 12 
You are a demand planner and you want to generate forecast for all laptop and desktop products in the US 
business unit. You are using standard enterprise and product hierarchy. You have created a demand plan and 
now you must define plan scope. 
Identify three valid steps. (Choose three.) 
A. For plan parameters, select forecasting calendar as Gregorian and time level as week. 
B. For forecasting items, select hierarchy as product, level as category level 1, and laptop and desktop 
categories as level members. 
C. For plan parameters, select forecasting calendar as Gregorian and time level as month. 
D. For plan organizations, select hierarchy as enterprise, level as country, and US as level member. 
E. For forecasting items, select hierarchy as product, level as product, and all laptop and desktop products as 
level members. 
F. For plan organizations, select hierarchy as enterprise, level as business unit, and US and level member. 
Answer: A,B,D 
 
Question No: 13 
Your customer wants to be able to manually change the input values in purchase orders and transfer orders 
for the suggested plan recommendations. Which two recommendations are released by supply chain planning 
to Oracle Supply Chain Orchestration Cloud? (Choose two.) 
A. Schedule planned orders for make, buy, and transfer of supplies 
B. New planned orders for make, buy, and transfer of supplies 
C. Reschedules of existing make, buy, and transfer supplies 
D. Reschedules of sales orders, make, and buy 
Answer: B,C 
 
Question No: 14 
Your client wants to utilize product categories on sourcing rules. They have created a new category for this 
and populated the items for it. 
Where do they set up the category planning uses when evaluating sourcing rules? 
A. Manage Planning Profile Options 
B. Manage Plans 
C. Manage Sourcing Rules 
D. Manage Assignment Sets 
E. Manage Planning Source Systems 
Answer: D 
 
Question No: 15 
Your current shipments forecast for Jan 2018 is 1000 and the demand planner determines that the forecast 




